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Trace Synthesis in Cued Recall

LEIGH ERIK NYSTROM AND JAMES L. McCLELLAND
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Seven! memory models JII'OIIOIC thai recall may combine U'8I:eI 01 dift'CIaIt 1DCIIIOrieI.
Sucb models predict bIeIId enon duriaa cued recall. To eumiDe memory bIeodiaa duriaa
recall, four eapena.u. were performed, ID eacb eaperimeDt, lUticc1l rated the plauaibility
or aevenllCDlenc:ea. DIlDY oIwbil:b IIwed wontl with ODe other 1CDteDC:C, L81et, they were
uked to recall wordI from . IinaIe aeDICIICC to complete JI8I1iakeDICIICC CIICI, WbeD the
cue matched two lIIIdy _Iencel, IUbjectllll8de bIeod enon, rec:8IIiDa ODe WOld &om CIICb
lIudy ICDlCnce more I'requenlly Ih8D in . aIIIlroI CODdiIioD. Blead enon were relatively

bIead emn by lpo

inf'reqUCDI. however. occ:lIIriDa 011 about '" 01 oppanuailiel. A IOOd 8CCOIIIIt oIthe raulil
0 1-

wu provided by . ltocbutic: iDler8ctive ICIiYlllioa model IbM
theliziaa U'8I:eI duriaa retrieval.

that might not correspond to a sinJle trace

Many CUJTCnt models of memory ac:c:ount involviq matrices (Hinton &. Anderson,
not only for recall and rec:opition perfor- 1981; McClelland &: Rumelhart, 198';
mance, but also for the prototypiq and Humphreys, Bain, .\ Pike, 1989) or vector
generalization found in concept formation convolutions (Mctcalfe Eic:h, 1982; Murexperiments (Knapp &. Anderson, 1984; dock, 1982). Rcprdless of the form of repMcClelland, 1981; McClelland &. Rumel- resentation however, retrieval processes in
all of these models can lead to prototypina
because they involve an activation of more
than one trace to produce a set of properties

hart, 1985). As a class, such models might
be called trace synthesis models, because

in aU of them the representation retrieved at

recaU is some form of synthesis of multiple

memory traces, Various models differ in

CITOl'S

their choice of storage representations;

mixing properties from more than one

as originally stored.
Consequently, it would seem that any of
these models would also predict abundant
duriQ normal
rec:aU-blend
errors,
some store each trace separately (McClelland, 1981; Hintzman, 1986) while others

classes of models

make similar predictions in most circumstances (McCleUand &. Rumelhart, 198.S)
and this paper is not intended to distinauish

the synthesis- in-stonac

appears that the synthesis-at-retrieval and

the synthesis could oc:c:ur duriQ stonac, It

could oc:c:ur duriQ retrieval, while for m0dels which superimpose traces in memory,

separately, this synthesis of multiple traces

trace. For models which store each trace

use superimposed or holO(p'Bphic stol'8le
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the extent that it shares the properties of a
recall cue, represented by activating some
property units, as well as to the extent that
its properties reinforce one another through

in memory can therefore become active to

property unit. During retrieval, every tracc

share a property actually share the same

from other traces (see Fig, I), Traces which

activation of alternative property units

model of McClelland (1981). McClelland
outlined a connectionist model of memory
wherein each trace consists of one " instancc " unit representing the trace as a
wholc along with " property " units for cach
of the trace s properties, Property units
within a trace reinforce each others ' activation through bidirectional connectiolls to a
central instance unit, while inhibiting the

The particular synthesis-at-retrieval
modcl that wc will consider hcrc is the

synthesis-at-retrieval from synthesis- instorage models. For now, we will set synthesis- in-storage models aside, and return
to them in the General Discussion. Rather,
the purpose of this paper is to examine the
phenomenon of blend errors during recall in
order to assess the validity of predictions
from the synthesis-at-retrieval account; to
explore whether a coherent fit to a body of
data can be obtained from a model of that
type; and to examine whether and to what
extent the data are consistent with the other
types of models,

intact during thc recall process, The intent
of this paper, therefore, is not to separate

predict an abundance of blend errors, because they fail to explicitly keep each trace

and synthesis- in-storage modcls seem to

rors during recall. Single-trace models predict that traces should not be blended, because tl\ey retrieve each trace as an intact
whole, By contrast, synthesis-at-retrieval

predictions about the existence of blend er-

trace synthesis models make contrasting

We can see then that single-trace and
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trace whose properties satisfactorily match
a cue. Traces might be viewed as files, with
the task of recall as the selection of a file
from which to read aU thc desired informasynthcsizc

tion. Most memory models before the 1980s
had this character. It would be possible in
such a " singlc-tracc " model to

traces during cncoding: one could imaginc

that as someone encoded a ncw trace, they
might havc brought older traces to mind
and formed a new compositc trace relating
thcm all, Notc that this limited form of trace
synthesis is available in synthesis-at-

retrieval or synthesis-in-stol'88e models as
well and would be better characterized as
an elaboration than as a blend, Because single-trace models do not synthesize multiple

traces during either storage or retrieval,
they can easily avoid blend errors-ahough,

on the other hand, they do not automati-

cally yield the prototyping or generalization
benefits found in the other models.
Shiffrin s SAM model of associative
memory (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; GiIlund & Shiffrin, 1984) provides one example of a singlc-tracc model. In the SAM
model, cued recall proceeds as a probabi-

listic selection of a singlc trace from the
collection of all traces. The probability of
selecting a liven trace is essentially a function of a baseline strength of thc trace as

wcll as the degree of match between the
cuc s properties and the trace s properties,
Oncc selected, all properties of thc trace
are accessible, and no other traces will be
accessed. Another prominent single-trace
s ACT theory (1976;
1983), which represents episodically or

model is Anderson

grammatically related information as being
subsumed under a single " trace " node; the
goal of recall is the selection of one of the
possible trace nodes, as a function of the

activation of the nodes subsumed under it.
As with Shiffrin s model, once a single
trace is selected, all of its constituent infor-

also influences the final activation of a trace
as similar traccs compete for activation.

mation (the subsutr.cd nodcs) can be re- the instance unit, The inhibition between
tricved without interference from other non-shared properties of different traces

traces. Neither model predicts blend errors.

iiOf)',
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Similar reservations apply when evaluating

memory encodins, tryins to make sense of
an unfamiliar text by integrating their past
knowledge with their memory for the story,

FIG, I, The synthesis-at-relncnl model of McClelland (1981), The sotid black units in the central
pool are the instance units, while tile units with names arc tile property units. The units c:oonec:teII with
double-headed anows arc mulually UCilalOf)', All tile units wilhin tile same pool arc mutually iahib-

Those property units which ultimately remain active after a settlins period of activa-

tion and competition constitute the recalled
information, regardless of whether thcy all

formation during encoding, because the

lier, though, all models allow for trace synthesis during encodins, Even single-trace
models can easily account for " blends " in
circumstances where subjects combined in-

occurred durins encoding. As we Doted ear-

Franks (1971); the blendins of similar sentences in these experiments may well have

occurred in thc same trace. Therefore, if more recent work on integrative memory
for sentences followin. Bransford and
s unique

two traces share properties that are all activated by a recall cue, after a settling pe-

riod, some of one of the trace

properties might be active while some of
s unique properties resituation leading to a
the other trace

mained active-a

blend error.
any evidence that blend errors really do cx-

The question therefore ariscs: Is there
ist? Past experiments have suggested that
memories for facts and experiences can in-

deed combine with each other. For in-

trace, subsequent cueing with that agent

ins an agent, thereby fonnins a new i8rgcr

traces formed during such encodins wiD
themselves already represent " blended"
information, For instance, if a subject has
consciously combined two sentences shar-

can brins forth the combined sentence trace

stance, the body of literature dealing with
story recall, dating back to the work of Bart-

lett (1932), has demonstrated that subjects

as a

trace. 1berefore, in order to dis-

tend to misremember portions of stories in

single

accord with their own bacqround knowl-

tion must be directed to blending of similar

edge, However, it is not entirely clear to tinguish single-trace from synthesis.at.
retrieval models, the focus of an investipwhat degree subjects in these experiments

had activcly elaborated on a story durins
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trast, Anderson and Bower (1971) were sur-

that was simultaneously activated as it
shared Ii verb with the cued trace. By con-

separate memory traces at the time of re- ject came from a noncued sentence trace
Experiments by Loftus on eyewitness

trieval and not durins enc:odins.

Burns, 1978) first introduced the term

testimony (Loftus, 1977; Loftus, Miller, &.

ipatins in a memory experiment before ini-

prised by the intrusions, although they generated a plausible post hoc explanation for
them, Unfortunately, the subjects in this
experiment were told that they were partic-

tially studyina the sentence lists and, once
again, may have consciously integrated
similar sentences durins encodins. As a re-

blendins. " These studies su8lested that
subjects blend their memories of an event
with later misleading information when
asked to recaU details of the event. Loftus

claimed that subjects ' original episodic
memories had been integrated with the
sult, Anderson and Bower s results cannot

sentences, includ-

of

~i-

the sentences, they could correctly

overlappins sentence, For instance:

Sentence I: The doctor aave the
plumber the coat in the
lobby.

Sentence 2: The doctor gave the
plumber the watch in the

recall, because the ambisuous cue would

Assuming that each sentence is enc:oded as
a single trace, with its constituent words as
properties, a synthesls-at-retrieval model of
recall would predict difficulty for subjects

Ih~r

answer with the remainins words from

one

equally well. If a subject were asked to recall tho remainina two content words from

match the two overlapping sentences

tent words, and the three shared words all
are used as a recall cue. This cue would

two sentences share three out of five con-

might deliberately integrate sentences durins enc:odins. Imagine the situation wherein

blend erron using a recall task like that of

evidence for or aaainst the existence of

The present experiments sought to find

during recall.

be taken as strona evidence for blendins

iOJ to minimize the possibility that subjects

Anderson and Bower (1971), while attempt-

postevent information, However, critiques

by McCloskey and Zansoza (l98.5a, I98Sb)

worth notins that Metcalfe, 1990, has ap-

raise the valid concern that Loftus ' experimental design inadequately controUed a demand characteristic: that would lead subjects to respond with blended information
simply because they bUsted the veracity of
the misleadina postevent information. (It is

time of encodina the postevent information

plied her synthesis- in-storage CHARM
model to explain the supposedly contlictins
data from both Loftus and McCloskey and
Zaragoza, ) In any case, Loftus ' experiments allowed and may have even encouraged subjects to integrate memories at the

rather than durins recall, thereby reducina
their relevance to the present discussion.
A recaU experiment performed by Ander-

son and Bower (1971) sugests an interestof

ina test of the models. In this experiment,
subjects learned a list

the sentences,

ina some sentences that shared a verb, and

were later uked to recall
given either an agent or an agent plus a verb
as the cue. Among their results, Anderson

found that these intrusions were more common between sentences sharins a verb than

in the -

kitchen.
Cue: The doctor gave the plumber the

between sentences sharins no words, Al-

and Bower reported " object intrusion erron : erron when subjects, cued with an
agent, com:ctly recalled the verb from the
sentence containing that agent but recalled
an object from a different sentence. They

though this isolated result can be explained
in many ways, it seems to naturally follow

equally activate the traces for both of the
sentences and their constituent properties.
As a consequence, subjects may be prone
to maklna a " crossover" Intrusion error by

synthesls-atretrieval model, because the Intrudina ob-

from the expectations of a

coal

k;lch~n.

or
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ate strategies.

responding

lobby,
mixing words from both sentences.
By contrast, a single-trace model would
predict that either of the two traces match-

hypothesis, assertins the existence

even .rter accessing one of them. The fint

such questionnaires cannot eliminate all
versions of synthesis-at-encodins but they
do shed some lipt on explicit and deliber-

such ambiguous cues.
Following the logic of this example, four

of

mem-

ing the ambiguous cue would be accessed in
In all four of the experiments, two gena probabilistic search, yet the words from eral results were of primary interest, each
only one of these two traces would be re- testing an hypothesis of synthesis-attrieved, In other words, a single-trace retrieval models regardi... memory blends:
model would predict no blending of these (I) Similar memory traces should somehighly similar memory traces even with times be blended; and (2) There should be
interference between similar sentences
experiments were designed to create a sit-

uation that would maximally facilitate ory blends, would be IUpported by findins

expected that subjects should be less Ukely

blending according to a synthesis-at- more crossover intrusion errors between
retrieval model. Experiment I, which can the similar overlappina sentences than the
serve as a prototype for all four experi- base rate of intrusions between dissimilar
ments, used a list of sentences in which half control sentences. If no difference was disof the sentences were constructed in pain covered, the null hypothesis of single-trace
sharing three content words with one other models would be supported instead. The
second hypothesis concerned postaccess
interference between similar traces: it was

sentence, while the other half served as

completely dissimilar controls. Unlike the
procedure in many earlier memory experi-

once a trace is accessed, retrieval should

ments, subjects learned this list under the with overlappina thaD with control senpretense of a ratina task, unaware that they tences to correctly recall a complete senwould need to later recall any sentences. tence after havina accessed its trace. This
The need to recall sentences was only in- hypothesis developed in contrast to tho
troduced after a further paraaraph ratina claim made by slnale-trace models that
task used to create a delay between study

traces) would be relatively immune from

ties, whereas the control sentence traces
(which shared no properties with other

and test. Subjects therefore had no reason simply involve a readout of the relevant into continually rehearse sentences or to ac- formation, without interference from any
tively inte8r8te the traces of overlappina other traces. In a synthesis-at-retrieval
sentences, thereby allowi... the experiment model, however, the overlappina sentence
traces should continually influence each
other durina retrieval or the trace pr0perto plausibly investigate blendi... during re-

trieval alone. Indeed, early pilot testina
confirmed that If subjects knew that they

would later need to recall sentences, they
often attempted to combine sentences shar-

This paper wUI present four experiments

trol sentencel.

with overlappina sentences than with COR-

ing content words Into laqer composite,
such postaccess interference. The second
preblended" sentences. Active blendins hypothesis was tested by examini... the
was further discouraged by separating the conditional probability that a subject would
presentation of overlapping sentences as correctly recall all target words, given that
far as possible, As a check on the use of they had correctly recalled one of the
explicit trace synthesis at enc:odins, in Ex- words, Synthesis-at-retrieval models, but
periments 2 throup 4, posttest question- not sinsJe-trace models, predict that this
naires were given to assess the degree to conditional probability should be lower

which subjects were aware of our manipu-

lations and whether or not they consciously
Intearated similar sentencel, Obviously
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undergraduates

each template, grouped into two sets of

Eight sentences were generated using

while not being infrequent in everyday use.
Care was also taken to avoid closely related
words in the different semantic types by
disallowing the use, for instance, of both
barber " and " barbershop,

mally dissimilar within a semantic type,

The templates were chosen so as to provide
a semantically-neutral setting for word fillers. TheSe words were chosen to be maxi-
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and then discuss computer simulations of a
synthesis-at-retrieval model of the results
of these experiments, The first experiment

will be presented in more detail than the

Thirty- five

EXPERIMENT I

others, as it serves as a prototype for all
four experiments.

Method
Subjects.

words in the overlapping positions of one of

three words as overlapping). The three

examples in this paper all show the first

from Carnegie-Menon University voluntar- four, Two sentences from each group of
ily participated as subjects. All subjects
four (or " quadruple ) were selected to bewere native speakers of English. Subjects come overlap sentences, the other two left
were reimbursed for their participation with as matched control sentences, An intrusion
their choice of either $5 or credit to fulfill an error between two control sentences would
introductory psychology course require- only be scored as a crossover error if it ocment.
curred between control sentences previThirty-two experimental sen- ously paired in one of these quadruples, In
Materials.
tences were randomly created for each sub- this way, the base likelihood for crossover
ject, (Preliminary testing had detennined errors for overlap and control sentences
that 20 sentences could be remembered too could be most closely matched. Three of
easily and allowed conscious integration of the word positions in each quadruple were
overlapping sentences and that 40 sen- randomly chosen for the overlap; any three
of the five were equaUy likely to be chosen
for overlap (although for convenience, the

tences were too many to learn and later remember, ) Four different sentence tem-

plates were used to generate stimuli with
moderately differing semantics, These templates included five word positions which

the
LOCA-

with the constraint that a minimum of
sentences intervened between any two

with all subjects as the first and the last

matched overlap or matched control sentences from the same quadruple. Two additional sentences were constructed for use

study sentence, These two sentences
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subjects made ajudgment about the overaU

In the first phase, subjects saw 34 sentences, one at a time. For each sentence,

ing on them.

worrying about how long they spent work-

they could concentrate on the tasks without

TRACE SYNTHESIS

Sentence 33: The zookeeper told the programmer to lift the rock in
the shop,

These sentences served as " buffers, " reducing any serial or temporal position ef-

tences) contained all words from a previously presented sentence except the two

vincing and to ensure that the subjects paid

was both to make the cover story more con-

their understanding of the scale to the ex-

perimenter, The purpose of these ratings

example ratings and had to demonstrate

words in the nonoverlapping word positions, which were replaced by blank under-

fects that might affect the memory salience
plausibility " of the sentence, followed by
of the first or last sentence read,
judgments of how appropriate each of the
For the second phase of the experiment, five main words seemed in the context of
a paragraph from a discussion of "art and the rest of the sentence. First the sentenc:e
reality " was selected as a delay stimulus. appeared along with a prompt to rate it asa
The paragraph was chosen for its difficult whole, then each of the five words apconcepts and wording and because its topic peared sequentially underneath the senseemed closely related to the experiment'
tence along with a prompt to rate it as weD.
cover story.
An ratings fell on a five-point scale; subFor the third phase, recall cues (test sen- jects were shown sample sentences with

lines of a fixed length. Presenting anyone

paragraph then answered seven 5- point
judgment questions similar to those in the

sentence from an overlapping pair in this attention to every sentence and its primary
manner therefore acted as a cue for
either words, forming memory traces after proof the two paired sentences. One overlap cessing them at a " deep, " semantic level.
and one control sentence from each of the The actual judpnent responses were never
eight quads were randomly chosen to be. recorded.
come test sentences. The first test sentence
In the second phase, subjects were told
shown to subjects always cued Sentence 0, to read a parasraph and then answer some
the first buffer sentence. The 16 actual test questions about it. They read the delay talk

sentences followed, presented in a com-

All materials were presented on the farst phase, evaluating the overall under-

pletely random order.

were also assured that the experiment did

member any of the sentences later. They

would have to remember both of them, one

may have seen two sentences that fit a cue
equally well, but that in those cases, they

to-right order. Subjects were Ioid that they

time and had to type in the word. previously seen in the blank positions in a left-

were presented with 17 test cues one at a

of the sentences from phase one. They

they were going to have to remember many

was no reason for subjects to actively attempt to remember any of the sentences
from the first phase.
In the third phase, subjects were told that

approximately

screen of a standard Apple Macintosh II standability of the paragraph along with
monitor. All responses were made using the that of several of its more obscure words.
Apple Macintosh keyboard.
Due to the difficulty of the selected passase, this task provided a delay period of
min durins which there
Design and procedure.
The experiment
used a within-subject design. The random

generation of sentences created many unlikely combinations of sentence constituents, enabling the experiment to use a con-

vincing cover story, Subjects were told that

Sentence 0: The astronomer told the

not measure any reaction times, so that

the experiment was designed to explore
how people read sentences that " sound
strange, " those in which some or all of the
content words do not seem to belong together " in reality, " Subjects were therefore unaware that they would need to reusher to shake the keys in

closely resembled the style of the randomly
generated sentences, while using words and
a template not included elsewhere,

PERSON

the shed,

PERSON VERB
LOCATION,
LOCAin the

saw the

words.
The order of presentation of the 32 sentences . was randomized for each subject

were filled by random selection (without re- the two overlap sentences were then replacement) from prearranged lists of words placed with the corresponding w~rds fro~
of the appropriate semantic type. Each list the other sentence, thereby creating a pair
of sentences which differed by only two

of word fillers included only as many words

OBJECT

in the

helped the

CONTACT(-ed) the
in the
BODYPART

in the

word positions high-

as would be needed to create the 32 sentences, so that each subject' s random sentences were generated from the same finite
set of words, The four sentence templates

PERSON TRANSFER(-ed)

lighted) included:

(with semantic- type

(a) The

OBJECT
PERSON
the

OBJECT

on the

the

PERSON

TION.

PERSON

the

PERSON

LOCATION.

PERSON

(b) The

(c)

(d) The
VERB

TION,
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both

of

target words (thus cor-

Overall, subjects correctly recalled indithe time. They cor-

Rtsulll
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at a time. However, they were never told

that a particular test cue matched two sen.
tences until they had first already recalled
rectly recalled

vidual words 52%

the over-

sentences, and as a dependent mea-

the overlapping sen-

of

the time. For the remaining 36% of

of

of

the first hypothesis distinof

cross-

crossover errors was rather small

nonetheless (using the sign test across sub-

versus control conditions was significant

ence between the rates in the first overlap

(15, 6, and 2, respectively), but the differ-

quency

when tested in the overlap conditions (5.4%
with the first, 2. 1% with the second) than in
the control condition (0, 7%), The raw fre-

Subjects made crossover errors more often

over errors relative to these conditions,

trace models compared the rates

guishing synthesis-at-retrieval from single-

The test

c:::
and control conditions (l ... 4. 261, P
0001), but the difference between first
overlap and control conditions ' success
rates was not significant (l ... .027, p ~ ,05).

tween success rates in the second overlap

between success rates in the first and second overlap conditions was significant (l =
261, pC::: . 0001), as was the difference be-

across subjects showed that the difference

tion (M ... 19%), They performed about the
same in the control condition (M ... 41%) as
in the fant overlap condition. A Wilcoxon
these differences
of
signed-ranks test

Subjects were able to recall more sentences
correctly in the first overlap condition (M
... 42%) than in the second overlap condi-

in each experimental condition, however,

egory included any crossover errors.
The overaU error rates were not the same

the study sentences,

the time, subjects recalled one word correctly and either left the other word blank,
guessed a word that had never appeared in
responded with a
or
word from another sentence. This last cat-

30%

rectly completing a sentence) 34% of the
time, and correctly recalled neither word

one sentence. It was stressed that in choos-

seen another sentence that also matched

ing each response they should take care to
recall two words from within the same sentence in the fant phase, So after the subject
first recaUed two words from one overlap
sentence, they would be told that they had
the cue and be asked to now recall two
of

more words beloqing to the other matching sentence. In this manner, all

lap sentences from the first phase were
of

tested, along with one half (randomly sethe control sentences. The experlected)

iment therefore included three response

conditions: (I) the first pair recalled given
condition);
pair

(thefU'st overlap

recalled given an over-

(2) the second

an overlap cue

condition); and
second overlap
lap cue (the
(3) the pair recaUed given a control cue (the
control condition).

After typing in each word, subjects were
asked to rate their confidence that they had
correctly recalled the word, again on a five-

point scale. This was done to encourage

subjects to carefully consider each recall;

as expected, confidence was higher for
words correctly recalled than for words recalled incorrectly. After typing in each set
two words, they were also asked to rate
of

of

their confidence that they had correctly resingle sensame
the
called both words/rom
This served both as
In the jlrst pMse.
tence
a reminder to subjects that we wanted them
to remember a whole sentence, not mixtures

sure for later analysis.

of

Finally, after all the sentences were
tested, subjects were given a questionnaire
which attempted to discover to what extent

they were aware

tence manipulation during the first phase

the experiment. Questions asked whether

tence used the same words and whether
or

integrate ear-

overlap versus control conditions was not

ference between the rates in the second

they became aware that more than one sen- jects, p c:: ,01), On the other hand, the difnot they tried to remember

crossover errors was also significantly

lier sentences sharing words with later significant (p ~. . 05), The frequency of
overlapping sentences.
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than with the dissimilar control senteDCCl.

3, SD ... 1. 4). Subjects were less configreater in the first overlap than in the secdent in crossover error responses (M
ond overlap conditions (p c:: . 05).
7, SD III 1.3) than in correct responses,
In order to show that the greater frequency
of intrusions between overlap senthough stiD more confident in these crosstences was not simply a result
over errors than in other answers where
of a relative
one word was wrong (M - 3. 3, SD - 1. 3).
tendency to recall words
from
overlap sentences, we examined the frequency
In fact, six ofthe IS blend errors were made
of anwith a full confidence of 5, Crossover erother type
of intrusion within a matched set
rors in the other conditions were too infreof four sentences: a word from an overlap
quent for useful analysis.
sentence intruding into recall
of a control
sentence,
or vice versa. In fact, words from
Discussion
overlap sentences intruded into recall
of
The results of this experiment confirmed
matched control sentence only
4% of
the
lime, while words from control sentences the hypotheses of synthesis-at-retrieval.
intruded into recall of a matched overlap not single-trace, models. First of aU. subjects made sipiflClDtly more crossover errors with the similar. overlap sentences
sentence 2. 7% of the time.
The second hypotheses test compared,

across conditions, the conditional probabil-

of

these differences, the

traces, because they preclude any intenc-

trusion rates based on similarity of the

the recalled information to the extent that
its properties are similar to the cue and to
those of other traces. Single-trace models
would not expect any differences in the in-

recaU because every trace contributes to

models that similar traces will blend durina

the prediction

ity of correctly recalling two words from a
The intnasion of one incorrect word into an
overlap sentence recall was also more
target sentence, given the correct recall
one word. For overlap sentences, this prob- likely to come from the paired overlap sentence than from any other single sentence
of words
ability was higher in the first pair
recalled than in the second pair (p ... , so in in the study list. The greater number of inthe first overlap condition; p ... . 36 in the tnasions between overlap sentences than
second overlap condition); with control control sentences did not result from a sensenlences, the probability was . 58. To test eral tendency to recall words from overlap
sentences. All of this can be explained by
synthesis-at-retrieval
of
the significance

for
conditional probability was calculated
each condition and each subject separately,
and Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were performed across subjects. The conditional
probability in the control condition was sil-

nificantly higher than in either the first
overlap (l = 1.81, p c::: . 05) or the second
overlap conditions (l ... 4. 11, p c::: .0001);

c::: . 001).

control sentences than with the overlap

subjects remembered both words after c0rrectly recalling one word was hiJher with

selected for access.
Second, the conditional probability that

tions between traces once a single trace is

Analysis
confidence ratings focused
of
on subjects ' confidence that both recalled

the conditional probability in the first overlap condition was significantly higher than
in the second overlap condition (l ... 3. 10, p

words came from the same sentence. In

trieved as a whole; instead

of

chance

it fits the presynthesis-at-retrieval models

of
retrieving words from different
sentences. The difference between the fant

sentences should cause an increased

claimina that the similarity between overlap

of

sentences. This result contradicts the claim
single-trace models that a trace is re-

diction

of

general, the ratings corresponded quite well
to the actual correctness
of their recall. An
the first overlap condition
examination

for

a answer containina both

confidence ratings shows that the average
confidence

87) was
correct words (M ... 4. 5, SD
higher than the average confidence for an
answer containing no correct words (M ...

600

with full confidence. In synthesis-at-

pattern of confidence ratings as obtained

inhibition between the simultaneously active sentence traces forming the blend. The

that of any other error, but cannot be as
high as with a correct answer due to the

such a model, the goodness associated with
a blend error will aenerally be hiaher than

1986) of the state of the

overall " goodness " (cf, Rumelhart et aI..
memory system. In

retrieval models like that of McClelland
(1981). a subject's confidence might be
most naturally captured as a function of the

NYSTROM AND MCCLELLAND

recall attempt with overlap sentences and
recall with control sentences was not very
large. however,

Perhaps a better measure of performance
aver-

probabilities of both first and second

with overlap sentences might be the

recall attempts, a measurement that would

age

enhance the difference between results

with overlap versus control sentences, In
fact. it is extremely difficult to know which
measure. either of first recall alone or of the

be less biased. With overlap sentence cues.

averaae of flJ"St and second recalls. would

ther,
EXPERIMENTS 2-4

periments, we will not discuss them fur-

pattern held in each of the next three ex-

subjects were allowed to recall either of here cannot be used to distinguish between
two sentences. while control cues must the models of interest and. since the same

have been used to access a single sentence,

Clearly, subjects correctly recalled words
more frequently in the first overlap condition than in the second overlap condition

in both the overlap and the control condi-

designed to allow only one correct response

because the first recall reflects retrieval of
The following three experiments used
the stronger of two traces. Therefore if one variations on the materials or procedure
used in Experiment I, Experiment 2 was

just looks at the performance of subjects in
the first overlap condition. one potentially

biases the analysis towards an examination

odology of each will be described below

have been encoding single words as traces.
as opposed to whole sentences. The meth-

to test the possibility that subjects

tence traces, Experiment 4 eliminated the
rating of individual words in the first phase
may

between the target words in overlap sen-

reducina potential response competition

tempted to increase the rate of blending by

overlap conditions. Experiment 3 at-

of retrieval of only strong traces, On the tions to eliminate the difficulty in knowing
other hand. it is not clear that averaging how to interpret data from the two different
performance across qualitatively different

recall attempts can provide valid comparisons between the overlap conditions and

the control condition. Furthermore, examination of the first attempt alone allows
comparison of crossover intrusion rates between two conditions with the same overall
level of recall accuracy,
The analysis of confidence ratings indicates that subjects demonstrated a general

confident with blend errors than with cor-

TRACE SYNTHESIS

the watch in the kitchen,
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allowed the overlap distractor sentences to
provide retroactive inhibition. both for tho
overlap test sentences and the control sentences. The order was then randomized

Sentence 2: The doctor save the lawyer

while the cue remained:

of 12 sentences intervened between overlap

sess how aware of our manipulations subjects had been. It included eight questions.

In addition. a pastIest questionnaire was
added at the end of the experiment. to as-

overlap distractor sentence. Four buffer
sentences were constructed for Ule as the
first two and the last two study lentences,
as with the two butTer sentences in Experiment I.

test or control sentences and their paired

with the further constraint that a minimum

The doctor gave the plumber the
the_

Note that this cue only matches the first

hoped that the partial match would be suf-

overlap sentence completely, while offenna
a partial match to the second sentence. We

ficient to induce blend errors. even while it
eliminated the availability of two alternative correct responses.
The number of sentences was increased
to 36 to partially compensate for the decrease in the amount of data generated now

LOCATION

the

OB-

OB-

with the
the

for the

c:: . 01) than the 22% correct

answers with overlap target

The first hypothesis test measured the

words from
both
cues consisted of recalling
its paired overlap distractor sentence. despite the fact that the cue unambiguously
matched the overlap target sentence. This
occurred only once (0. 2%) with control sentences.

of subjects '

recall with overlap test sentences. Fully 9%

421.

words 29% of the time. significantly more

25% of the time and neither word 42% of
the time. As in Experiment I. error rates
differed between conditions. With control
sentences. subjects correctly recalled both

recalled individual words 42% of the time.
They con-ec:tly recalled both taraet words

than those in Experiment I: they correcdy

Results
The subjects performed worse overall

source as Experiment I were used,

Thirty-eight subjects from the same

ating a later overlap sentence caused them
to recall or consciously integrate an earlier
overlap sentence (see Appendix A).

that each overlap sentence cue allowed asking subjects whether they were aware of
only one correct answer. In addition, one of sentence overlapping, asking them to give
the overlap sentences in each overlap pair their estimates of the nature and frequency
was used as a mate for a control sentence. of the overlaps. and asking whether evalusince it could not share any content words
with the control sentence anyway. This al-

lowed a significant reduction in the number
were

never tested in Experiment I and would

of control sentences. half of which
have yielded no data anyway.

Six different sentence templates were

in the

PERSON VERB(-ed)

used, These included the four used in Experiment I. plus two new ones:
JECT

(e) The

LOCATION

PERSON VERB(-ed)

PERSON,
(0 The

in the

PERSON.

JECT

Six sentences were generated using each

template, grouped into two sets of three.
Two sentences from each group of three
were selected to become overlap sentences; the other was left as a matched control sentence,
The order of presentation of the 36 sen-

the following fashion: 12 control sentences

frequency with which a word from an oversentence from each overlap sentence

test "

cue or a control cue, These crossover er-

lap distractor sentence was recalled with a
correct word. given either an overlap test

tences, followed by the rest of the overlap
sentences (the " overlap distractors ), This

pair) were presented as the first 24 sen.

tences was randomized for each subject in

sponse in the overlap condition. as well as
the control condition, unambiguous overlap
sentence test cues were used. in which the

and 12 overlap sentences (one " overlap

the coat in the lobby.

Sentence I: The doctor save the plumber

overlap pair would now look like this:

duced from three to two, For example. an

number of shared content words was re-

In order to allow only one correct re-

Experiment

ability to judge the correctness of their an- only in so far as it differed from Experiswers. Focusing on just the first overlap ment I.
condition. we see that subjects were less

rect recalls, This raises the concern that
subjects might have been aware of their incorrect answers when making crossover errors. consciously deciding to answer with a

word from a matched overlap sentence just
because it seemed a more appropriate guess
than any other wrong answer. However,
subjects were more confident on average in
crossover errors than in other one-word errors, and some crossover errors were given

.02

esis tests. Similarly, subjects who reported

NYSTROM AND MCCLELLAND

ors were more frequent between matched

lap sentences were also no more likely to

05), and eliminating them
impact

from the lU1a1yses had no significant

( I) = . BI,

make a blend error than other subjects

)verlap sentences (18 occurrences, or that they had consciously integrated over.
1.0%) than between overlap distractors and

the raw fre-

heir matched controls (6 occurrences,
1.3%). As in Experiment I,

therefore indicated that the cover story and

on the results. The postlest questionnaire

tuency of blend errors was small, but the
c::: . 05).

tifference between the crossover error

-ates was significant (sign test,

other manipulations that were designed to
minimize blending during encoding were
successful with almost all subjects, at least
at a level a&:cessible by conscious reporting.

The same general patlern of responses to

rhis result again supported synthesis-atetrieval models, in that subjects made inerosion errors more often with (similar)
)verlap than with (dissimilar) control sentences.
The conditional probability of correct re-

fonowing experiments.
The number of blend errors obtained in
the first two experiments was admittedly
less frequent than we had originally ex-

Experiment

the questionnaire held a&:ross both of the

;aU of two, given one, words was essentially the same in both conditions: .43 with
overlap test sentences, and . 44 with con-

05). This matched the prediction

(l

trol sentences. The difference between
07,

these probabilities was not sisnificant

(b) The
in the

LOCATION

PERSON VERB(-ed)

LOCATION.

PERSON VERB(-ed)

the

PERSON VERB(-ed)

PERSON.

JECT

(c) The
JECTin

OB-
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the
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Except for one of the mandatory content
words (the object, in the example above),
the nonoverlapping UBuments were not in
conflict with one another, theoretically alwith the

OB-

ganlless of the inhibition between potential

re-

the

OB-

lowing both to be simultaneously a&:tive
the

fillers. Therefore, subjects could have occasionally recalled arguments from both

(d) The

the
JECTwith
PERSON.
These templates were further grouped into

), even if in-

study sentences (such as " the coat in the

structed to recaU words from only one sen-

lobby with the plumber

two pairs: (a) 3-word with (b) 5-word, or (c)

4-wordJlocation with (d) 4-wordlaccompaniment, so that each of the optional UBU-

ments only appeared in one member of a tence. Subjects might also have made blend

matched pair. These pairs were then errors resembling those found in the previ-

source as the other experiments were used.

grouped into sets of four sentences as in ous experiments (" the coat with the
Experiment I, with two sentences (one plumber" or " the watch in the lobby
Twenty-nine subjects from the same

from each template) selected for overlap
and two left as a matching control. In the

the same as subjects in Experiment I. They
correctly recalled each individual word

Overall, the subjects performed about

overlap sentences, only two of the first Relults
three word positions were randomly chostn

for overlapping, so that overlap sentences
differed by at least one mandatory word in
order to be able to test the 3-word sen-

of sinale-trace models that postaccess inter-

pected to observe, considering that the experimental design had been constructed to
maximally fa&:ilitate blending durina rec:ali.

ference should be unaffected by shared

erate the followina overlap pair:

the three nonoverlappina word positions.

The optional arguments were indicated to
subjects by pla&:ing parentheses around the

(in the

function words in the phrase. For example,
the cue:

The doctor moved the

been no word in that position in the oriainal
sentence.

or thai they a&:tually believed that there had

they left a blank response they bad to state
either that lhey were unable to recall a word

optional argument to correctly recaU sentences from most of the templates, when

Experiment I. Because subjects had to be
able to explicitly indicate the absence of an

BI,

(z

05), but the differences be-

time. In the control condition, subjects

(z

tween the control and second overlap

20, pC::: .0001) and between the rU'St and
c:: . 0001) were

second overlaps (: - 4. 29,

quite sianificant.

To determine the rates of blendina in this
experiment, it was rant nec:euary to decide
would be considered

what types of CITOIS

dition (13 occurrences, 5. 6%) than in the

(sian test,

crossover error. For a complete list of the
various types of crossover CITOIS, and their
obtained frequencies, see Table I.
Crossover errors were more frequent
c::: . 001) in the first overlap con-

matched sentences would be scored as a

the case of optional arguments) from two

response mixins three words (or blanks, in

tences as a correct response, just like in crossover errors. It was decided that MY

(with the
could elicit either of the paired overlap sen-

SO% of the time. They correctly rec:alled all
three target words 31% of the time and correctly recalled none of the words 45% of the

Sentence I: The doctor moved the coat were able to correctly recaU all three words
in the lobby.
38% of the time, while in the fint overlap
Sentence 2: The doctor moved the watch condition they correctly reca1led 42% and
with the plumber.
in the second overlap, only 13%. The dif.
Test cues contained all words from a pre- ference between the rates in the conlrol and
viously presented sentence except those in first overlap conditions was not sianificant

OB-

tences from template (a). As an example,
using the (c) + (d) template. we could gen-

properties.
However, both experiments involved a sitThe postlest questionnaires indicated uation in which the constituent words of
that most subjects were unaware of the pre- two overlap sentences directly competed
cise nature of sentence overlapping during for recall selection, a competition that may
the first phase of the experiment. No sinsle have placed a severe limitation on the possubject got all of the questions correct. Of sibility of blending similar traces. Accordthe 34 subjects for which we had complete ina to many synthesis-at-retrieval models,
data, all but one noticed that at least some if one sentence s trace is initially more a&:sentences shared content words. However, tive than the other, the mutual inhibition

fect" (Grossberg. 1976; McClelland Ii

their estimates of how many sentences between the sentences can overamplify this
shared words ranged from 5 to 35; only initial advantase-a " rich-get- richer efseven subjects correctly estimated that

sentation of a second overlap sentence

overlap sentences shared words with one
and not more than one other sentence; and
all but four subjects thought that different
overlap sentences shared different numbers
of words. Nine subjects reported that precaused them to remember the earlier over-

Rumelhart, 1988). One would therefore ex.
pect fewer blend errors, as the stronger
trace s properties would suppress the a&:tivation of competina properties.
Experiment 3 tried to avoid this potential
intersentence competition by usina overlap
sentences with nonoverlapping portions

tence templates included:
PERSON VERB(-ed)

JECT.

(a) The

the

two optional content words. The four sen-

sentence templates, each includina three
mandatory content words and zero, one, or

lap sentence, yet only four of these re- that corresponded to different semantic
ported that they sometimes tried to inte- types. The 32 sentences used four different

grate the two sentences into a laqer whole.
The nine subjects who reported recalling

OS); eliminatina

likely to make blend errors than other sub-

earlier overlap sentences were no more
jects b: (1) - . 5B,

nificant impact on the results of the hypoth-

them from earlier data analyses had no sis-
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TABLE I

ditions (z; ... 3.56, c:.: . 001). If one compares just the first overlap with the control

experiment, one could argue that the

access interference. But as with the first

ported by the lack of a difference in post-

condition, single-trace models are sup-

NYSTROM AND MCCLELLAND

Condition
2nd

proper comparison should be between the
average of the two overlap conditions and

the control condition. in which case the

overlap overlap Conlrol

hI

Euoa FREQUENCIES BY TYPE
AND CONDITION

Type of enor
3 &; , wordscntcacea

PVO. --

PV~LP

PV~ - P V 0, - P

PVO.

p V 0, L P

prediction of synthesis-at-retrieval models
was supported.
The posttest questionnaires indicated
that most subjects did not consciously integrate sentences during encoding. In this experiment, seven subjects reported that pre-

PVOJ
PVOJ

sentation of a second overlap sentence

PVO.

4 word senlences

caused them to remember the earlier overlap sentence, and eight reported that they

errors than other subjects (X

who reported recalling earlier overlap sentences were no more likely to make blend
(1) ... . 62,

sometimes tried to integrate the two sentences into a larger whole. The ~ubjects

PV~-p

P V 0, - P

PVo..L-

P V 0, L P

PVo..LP
P V 0, - -

PVo..-Total frequcnc:ics

05 for the flJ'St overlap condition; the frequency of errors was too small to analyze in

between the crossover error rates in

05),

control condition (one occurrence, 0. 4%).
There was no significant difference (p ;:.
OS)

the second overlap condition (two occurrences, 0. 9%) versus the control condition,

Once again, the hy-

the first and second overlap conditions was

while the difference between the rates in
c:.: . 01).

than those in the earlier experiment.

this experiment than in Experiment 2, they
were even less likely to make blend errors

subjects who claimed to have consciously
integrated overlap sentences was higher in

analyses had no significant impact on the
results. Thus, although the percentage of

07,

the other conditions); eliminatina them
from earlier data analyses had no significant impact on the results of the hypothesis
tests. Similarly, subjects who reported that
they had consciously integrated overlap
sentences were also no more likely to make
a blend error than other subjects (X (1) ...
and eliminating them from the

significant (p

pothesis of synthesis-at-retrieval models
was supported by the increased number of
crossed intrusion errors between similar
sentences.
The second hypothesis test compared the
conditional probabilities of correct recall of
words, given correct recall of any
all three
one of them. This probability did not signif-

as was the difference

dividual content word:

each inthis latter require-

of a whole sentence and, then, of

05)
between Experiment
icantly differ (z; ... - .27,
In this experiment, we modified the evalthe first overlap condition (p ... . 47) and the
control condition (p ... . 46). On the other uation procedure used in the study phase as
hand, the difference between the condi- a cover story and as insurance of complete
tional probability in the control and second encodina, In the other experiments, suboverlap (p ... . 22) conditions was significant jects had been asked to rate the plausibility

c:.: . 001),

between the first and second overlap. con-

(z; ... 3. 39,

60S

significant difference (p

TRACE SYNTHESIS

crossover error rates in first and second

between the

ment could conceivably have caused sub-

05)

jects to encode a separate individual mem-

overlap conditions. Therefore, this experiment eliminates the concern that crossover

errors might have been an artifact of the

ory trace for each content word. If this had
been the case, both multiple- and singletrace models might explain our results by

specific instruction to rate words individu-

through 3 because

proposing that subjects were occasionally

crossover errors, as predicted by synthesis-

at-retrieval models. were obtained even
though subjects were instructed only to

ally in Experiments 1

able to exploit associations between traus
for individual words. alona with more com.
plete traces for the sentences containing

them. Therefore, Experiment 4 duplicated

the methods of Experiment .1, except that it
eliminated the rating of individual words
during the study phase. Thirty-seven sub-

the other experiments.

jects were used, from the same source as

evaluate the sentences as wholes.
The conditional probabilities of correct
recall of both words, Jiven correct rccaII of
one word, did not sipificantly differ (z
05) between tbe first ovWp
-1.16,
condition (p .. . 35) and the control condition (p .. . 31). On the other hand, the dif-

ference between the conditional probability
16)
in the control and second overlap (p

Results
than the subjects in the other three experi-

c:.:
conditions was significant (z; .. 2. 78,
005), as was the difference between the
flJ'St and second overlap conditions (z; -

Overall, the subjects performed worse

ments. Subjects correctly recalled each individual word only 32% of the time. The
lower performance can be attributed to the

whether one compared the first overlap
only. or the averaae of the fll'st- and Me.
ond-overlap conditions to the control c0ndition.
The postlest questionnaires indieated

93, pc:.: .005). As with Experiment 3, supfact that subjects, because they no longer
had to evaluate individual words, spent less port for single-trace venus synthesis-Mtime encoding the sentences in the first retrieval models would therefore dcpendon

phase. They correctly recalled both talpt
words 16% of the time and correctly re52%
of the time. In the
called neither word
control condition subjects were able to recall both words correctly 17% of the time,
in the first overlap condition, 26% of the

time, and in the second overlap condition,
5%
of the time. All pairwise comparisons of these success rates were significant:
only

vs. second overlap (z;

control vs. first overlap (z; OIl -2, 785, pc:.:
005), control vs. second overlap (z; ... 3. 81,
c:.: . 0001), and first
c:.: . 0001).
.. 4. 395,

Even though subjects made more errors
overall, there were fewer blend errors in
sequently, crossover errors were signifi-

this experiment. No crossover errors were
obtained between control sentences. Con-

that once apin, most subjects did not c0nsciously integrate sentences during encoding. All but one subject noticed that at least
some sentences shared content words, yet
their estimates of the details of the overlapping was again widely inaccurate. In this
experiment, eight subjects reported that
presentation of a second overlap sentence
caused them to remember the earlier over.
lap sentence, and only four reported that
they sometimes tried to integrate the two
sentences into a larger whole. The eight
subjects who reported recamnl earlier
more likely to

05, for the first overlap condi-

analyses had no signifICant impact on the
results of the hypothesis tests. Similarly,

25.

~I)

make blend errors than other subjects

overlap sentences were DO

cantly more frequent (p c:.: . 01) in the fll'st
overlap condition (7 occurrences, 2. 4%)

tion); eliminating them from earlier data
occurrences, 1.7%)

than in the control condition. They were
also more frequent (p c:.: .05) in the second
(5

than in the control condition. There was no

overlap condition
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Computer Simulations of a
Synthesis-al-Retrieval Model

similar results.

do the data have for the various models of
recall? We will fint examine in some detail
how a synthesis-at-retrieval model misht
account for the data. Later, we will turn to
a discussion of whether single-trace and
synthesis-in-storage models misht produce

Given this conclusion, what implications

results were unaffected by excluding those
subjects who did report occasional blendins
during encodins. So we may tentatively
conclude that the pattern of responses and
the frequency of crossover errors was obtained as a result of " true " blcndina, either
in storage or durins retrieval.

while reading later ones-and the obtained

and reintearate earlier overlap sentences

any synthesis of traces during encoding.
Subjects SeneraUy did not, in fact, recall

dition with the control condition, support
for synthesis-ai-retrieval models can only
be found in Experiment I.
One must consider the possibility that the
obtained pattern of results was somehow a
consequence of encoding blends, of the sort
that we had tried to avoid in designing the
cover task. Yet the results of posttest questionnaires showed very little indication of
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OS),

subjects who reported that they had consciously intearated overlap sentences were
also no more likely to make a blend elTor
than other subjects ()( (1) .. . 11,

and eliminating them from the analyses had
no significant impact on the results.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Taken together, the four experiments reported here present an initially puzzling
pattern of results. Table 2 iUustrates the

pattern across aU four experiments for the
nuUor dependent measures discussed here.

The rates of crossover erron obtained in all
four experiments supported the hypothesis
of synthesis-ai-retrieval models that similar

sentence traces should blend durina recall.
We obtained the predicted blend elTOn, but

not a very larae number of them-only
about one out of 20 responses in the fint
overlap conditions.

The pattern of conditional probabilities
indicating the presence or absenc:e of post-

access interference between sentences
showed less consistency across experi-

the fant and second

ments and, therefore, only inc:onc:lusive evidence for the effect predicted by synthesisat-retrieval models. If one wishes to com-

pare the ave... of

overlap conditions with the control condi-

In order to detennine whether or not a
retrieval model could account for the data,

detailed implementation of a synthesis-atwe constructed an interactive activation

Experiment number IIId condition-

SUNMAaY Of RuUL11I FOR EXI'I!UNENTlI-4

TABLE 2

tion, one will fand support for synthesis-atretrieval models in Experiments I, 3, and 4,
because postaccess interference was found
with the ave... overlap sentences. If one
instead compares only the fant overlap con-

Dependent meuurc
Perccnl.,e correc:t
(wonI-by- wonI)

mlnlaioo cnvn

l'erc:cntaae c:nMIOVCC

5(1

I - lit overlap. 2 - 2nd overlap,

CooditioDll prubabiUty
(2 correc:t II COI'I'OCt)

- C - coatroI,

model based on the
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words, the corresponding units in the pr0p-

Because the overlap sentences shared

information that should not be recalled simultaneously.

TRACE SYNTHESIS

synthesis-at-retrieval

simulations proved to be very informative

model discussed in the introduction (McClelland, 1981). The resultins computer

ment I shown in Fig. 2. The two instaDce

sent along excitatory connections to the instance units for botb overlap seoteoc:es.
For iUustration, examine the example of a
single quadruple of sentences from Experi-

as we attempted to make sense of the ex- erty units pools would also be shared. Simulation of recall
proceeded by activaUna the
perimental data.
The synthesis-at-retrieval model of Mc- property units representing the recall cue
Clelland (1981) was adapted for the current words. In the case of an overlap sentence,
experiments by assuming that the study of activation from the cued units would be
each sentence created an " instance " unit
for the sentence trace as a whole, linked

with bidirectional excitatory connections to

five " property " units, one for each nuUor
content word in the sentence. All of the in-

as weD as the taqet words. In the pools

also feed back activation to the cue words,

their inhibitory connections; they would

stance units tosether formed a pool of units would compete for activaaion, due 10
units, as did all of the property units correspondina to a siven sentence role. All units
within a pool were linked by bidirectional

(S.nt.nc.)

1II

11

Units

i 1

JIiI

tition would result from the activation of
the mutually inhibitory units. Eventually,

inhibitory connections (using nesative containing the taqet words, further compe-

IlIIltInc.

within them represent mutually exclusive

weights), reflecting the fact that the units

~ If

1(

Prop.'" (Word) Units

_lions....

FIG. 2, Intel'llCtive activation model at one let at four ICntenen: two overt8p (bold 1ioI8) aDd two
Uluslnted he...; Ia 8ddItioa. there .... iaIIIb6tory

connections between every uait within tbe same pool 01 units,

control (thin Unes), Only CIIcllatory
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tions using many variations of parameter
combinations, we were simply unable to
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between overlap sentence words, because
their inputs and resulting activations would
always be equal. Based on this, the model

led us to expect that our experiments would
generate more blend errors than were actu-

Yet the models as discussed so far have

SO% or areater recall failure. In any model
of memory, an item cannot be recalled if it
was improperly encoded in the first place.

the experiments, considering the rate of

The inadequacies of the model were
eventually traced to the concept of encoding failure. It is quite evident from the experimental results that subjects did not
have perfect memory for aU sentences in

bility data simultaneously.

error frequency and the conditional proba-

obtain an adequate fit to both the crossover
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unit had a certain percentage chance of be- the test sentences. The response of the
ing absent (20%, one word from each sen- computer subject was simply taken as the
tence on average), The weights on these unit with the highest activation above a reconnections were simply set to zero. . The sponse threshold (0.1) in each target word
settings for other weights followed natu- pool after 100 time cycles, enough time to
rally from characterizing the nature of the allow the network to settle into an equilibstimuli in the experiments, although the rium and form a reasonable response hyparticular values that we settled on were pothesis. A total of 100 computer subjects
were run for each computer simulation;
the result of trial-and-error parameter
searching. The weights on intact, properly with each computer subject, a new random
encoded connections were set to 0. 8. The set of stimulus and random association
weights on connections within pools of weights was generated. The performance of
word units were all set to - 1. 0, while tbosc each network was fit to the data as shown in
within the instance unit pool were stronger Fig. 3 through 5; the dependent measures
( - 2. 1), to counterbalance the activation fit by the model included the frequency of
coming from the three word units and to recalling two, one, or zero words correctly,
ensure adequate competition between sen-

the activation levels of all units will stop
fluctuating, after the network has " settied, " and the units with the highest activations can be chosen as the response. Note
that if the cue had been words from a control sentence then the correct answer would
be retrieved without competition, because
activation would flow to only one instance
unit, and only one word per pool.

simply assumed that subjects completely
encoded all sentence information. There-

tences. In the experimental data, subjects

Actually, as outlined above, the model
would not be able to settle the competition

fore, we needed to examine how a synthe-

errors indicated that there were some associations between words from completely

.. 0. 2,

also the appropriate performance with re-

the first overlap and control conditions. In
so doing, we ensured that the model not
only had the correct overall recall rates but

along with crossover intrusion errors (ineluding " double intrusions " of two overlap
distractor words in Experiment 2), in both

ally obtained. However, a general problem
with the interactive activation model has
sis-at-retrieval model performs when 50%

(M

and postaccess interference rates (which

0..

blend errors, relative to the low frequency

ous encoding in Experiment 4, the only difference between the networks for Experi-

thought to have been a result of less rigor-

ing failure rate for Experiment 4 (35%

To test recall, external activation was in-

confidence InterYaI..

o..tIp

01......

YC1'8118
FIG. ), A COIIIfI8rl- 01
subject. for Eltperimenl t, The propcII!ioII
IOI'tCd by c:orrectneu lie ahown for 1118 fIn& 0WIIIp
condIllou, Error b8n iIIdIc8Ie 11M

.., ConIIIII8a

Ca._-'

CcInIoGI-

0 a

words correct per sentence). The second

depend on the rates of recalling one or two

o.a

reflected the materials used in that experi-

work therefore contained a pool of 32 instance units, two pools of 32 taqet word

evant traces in a synthesis-at-retrieval
model, whenever one of the two target

units.
The model networks for each experiment

= 0. 25) between all word and instance spect to both hypothesis tests-blend rates

mined, nonnegative weights

were captured by inserting randomly deter-

different sentences; these associations

recently been uncovered in other applica-

vari-

units, and three pools of 24 word units (16

ment. For Experiments I and 4, the net-

word from the other overlap sentence trace
would tend to be retrieved instead, as long

For Experiment 2, the network consisted of

control words + 8 overlap words per pool).

adequately encoded, the correspondina

as it had been properly encoded itself. In

pool of 36 nonoverlap cue units, and two

cue units (12 overlap + 12 control), one ~ 0.3

36 instance units, two pools of 24 overlap

fact, this type of effortless default assign-

words in an overlap sentence had not been

tions: it fails to take account of the impor- or more of the properties in traces are either
tant role of inherent variability in process- missing or too weak to be recalled coring (Hinton & Scjnowski, 1986). Once this rectly.
How would a synthesis-at-retrieval
variability is introduced to the model, several difficulties are resolved (McClelland, model perform with encoding failures? Because of the simultaneous access of all rel1991).
In the present application, adding

network to

ability causes the model to tend to favor
one of two complete sentence traces rather
than a blend; the blend states represent
less-optimal points in the " goodness " landscape of network states (Rumelhart et aI.,
1986), and variability allows the

escape such local minima. McClelland
(1991) indicates that variability may be in-

ment is a well-known advantage of synthesis-at-retrieval models related to their gen-

Rumelhart et aI., 1986). However, the syn-

eralization abilities (McClelland, 1981;

results from Experiments I and 4 were

pools of 36 target units. (Experiment 3 was 0.2
not modelled due to the difficulty of determining how to simulate the " recall" of absent optional words. ) Because the differing

troduced in a variety of ways with similar
results; in the present model, we simply injected a small amount of normally distrib-

Would they not predict entirely too many

encoding failure was not considered.

actually obtained in the experiments, if a
good portion of the properties of traces

failures, up from 20%).

thesis-at-retrieval model discussed earlier
was already predicting blend errors when

uted random noise into the input to each
unit at each update. (The detailed assumptions governing the activation process are

were absent yet filled in through default assignment?
To capture encoding failure in our model,

put to the three cue word units for each of

ments I and 4 was an increase in the encod-

we assumed that each connection between
a property unit and its associated instance

and _Ilol

included as Appendix B. ) The addition of

intrinsic variability allowed the model to
correctly produce lower blend rates, yet it
tended to produce too large a difference in

the probability of correct recall in the control versus the overlap conditions. (This is
equivalent to overpredicting the difference
in the conditional probability of recallina

both words. ) Despite hundreds of simula-
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and 4, whose data pointed toward a single-
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Certainly, the suuestion that there is a
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when we had compared the conditional re-

... 1.821,

97;

sults. However, there is pfC(:edcnt

for the

notion that subjects may have some strate-

sentence materials in that experiment,

tion of the particular

fore it could be taken seriously. Further, ond word from a sentence, given the corthe utility of the notion that aspects of stra- rect recall of a fant word, wiD depend quite
tegic control might be successfuDy mod- considerably on the probability that the
elled in terms of regulating the strength of second word was properly encoded in the
inhibition is only suuested, rather than first place. The particular probabilities
demonstrated, by the present simulation re- found in the different conditions in each experiment can therefore be seen as a refleccomposition of the

see that the probability of recalling a sec-

trace account of postaccess interference
rates. Because of the frequency of enc:oclina

call probabilities of only the first overlap to

failures suggested by the model, one can

~ZV)

However, it misht also be the case that a
single-trace model like ShifTrin SAM
model would also fit the data if multiple Kcess attempts were allowed in case. where
an initial trace selection resulted in incomplete rec:aU, as might occur after encoding
failure. Successive attempts could proc.ocd

gic control over aspects of interactive activation processes. Rumelhart and McClel- alona with the encoding failure rato-aU inland (1982) showed that they could account corporated into the successful model.
for the effects of subjects ' expectations for Other Models
type of context in visual letter recoanition
Given the success of our specifIC synthestudies (Carr, Davidson, Ii Hawkins, 1978)
by assumina that subjects controlled the sis-at-retrieval model, it is worth considerletter-to-word inhibition parameter in the ina how the two other claise. of model.
interactive activation model of letter per- would behave Biven similar ...umption.
ception. Other types of strateaic control about enc:odina failure. Let us fant consider
over activation processes are under explo- the sinale-trace models. There was no exration in connectionist models of attention perimental evidence that subjects .. a
(Cohen, Dunbar, Ii McClelland, 1990), and group consciously intep'ated similar sendifferences in strategic control over such tences during the ratiBl task, altbou&b the
processes may be relevant to certain as- possibility remains that such trace synthesis occurred unconsciously or in a sumpeets of schizophrenic thought disorder
ciendy Ocetina manner, despite our manip(Cohen Ii Servan- Schreiber, 1992).
In any case, it appears that a stochastic:: ulations to minimize it. If one wishes to beinteractive activation model which uses a lieve in this latter possibility, then the
ability of single-trace models to synthesize
straightforward representation of the exsyntheperimental materials and which allows a traces during encodina, shared with
in-storaae
reasonable amount of encodina failure can sis-at-retrieval and synthesismodels, would allow them to account for
exhibit behavior just like that of human
subjects. The model made blend errors with the apparent memory blend. as more of an
the appropriate frequency as the default as- elaboration.... -cnc:odiog pbeaomcnoD.
signment abilities of an interactive activation network would tend to fill in words
from one overlap sentence when the trace
for its pair was missins desired information
(due to encodins failure). SurprisinalY, the

model also solved the mystery of the inconsistent conditional probability data, pro-

selectina a given trace based on that trace

just like the fint, with the probability of

retrieval models, but also in Experiments 2

data seemed to support synthesis-at- similarity to the cue. Because overlap sen-

ducina the observed pattern of rec:aU performance not only in Experiment I, whose
or to the ambiauity of cues and were able to
lUljust the severity of competition accord-

tence traces equally match the cue, they
ingI y .

the total amount of competitive processina

subjects may have been attuned to either

tences. When the recall cues were given,
therefore, there was a tougher conflict to be
resolved between the sentence traces in
Experiments 1 and 4. This leads us to the
speculation that the memory systems of

recall cues in Experiments I and 4 were
ambiguous, while those in Experiment 2
fully cued only one of the overlap sen-

cued overlap traces, as found in Experiments I and 4. While the overlap sentences
in Experiments I and 4 shared three words,
those in Experiment 2 shared only two; the

ory system to strategically increase competitive inhibition between equivalently

might reflect the ability ofa subject s mem-

rameter between experiments is that it

98;
for Experiment 2, )( (9) ... 2. 499,
89).
for Experiment 4, )(17) ... 2.996,
One reason for varying this inhibition pa-

(for Experiment I,

respondence between the performance of
the model and of the experimental subjects

of this one additional free

parameter we
were able to achieve a nearly perfect cor-

obtain even closer data fits by increasing
the inhibition between instance units in Experiments I and 4 (to - 2. 5) and decreasing
it for Experiment 2 (to - 2. 0). With the use

two of the three cases. We were able to

comes close to failing significance tests in

)(17) ... 11. 2,

(9) ... 1.5. 9,

that of our human subjects (for Experiment
42; for Experiment 2,
I, )( (7) ... 7. 0,
07; for Experiment 4,
13). However, the fit

mance was not statistically different from

lustrated in Figs. 3 to 5, the model's perfor-

the four experiments.
In fact, our synthesis-at-retrieval model
was able to capture the details of the experimental data quite weD. In the data fits il-

to support

the control conditions, the data had seemed
single-trace models in three of

difference in strategy between Experiments
I and 4 on the one hand and Experiment 2
on the other is post hoc and would need to
be confanned through foDowup studies be-
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thesis-at-retrieval model do reflect a certain

distance between the representations of
overlap sentences. After all, the represen-

ing sentence properties or highly differen-

through the use of larger vectors represent-

:ction. So if a first attempt accessed an

type of synthesis- in-storage, in so far as

!ould have an equally good chance for se-

verlap sentence trace containing only one
f the two target words, and a second at:mpt accessed the other overlap sentence,
\e subject might make a crossover error. It
eems plausible that this type of single-ace/multiple-access model could give an
tation of overlap sentence traces in our syn-

could manage to preserve an appropriate

vectors, these models

ccount for at least the ,eneral trends in the

they share the same property unit in every

tiable " context"

ata.

synthesis-at-retrieval model

Nevertheless, this kind of extension of occurrence of overlap. Thus it seems that
\c sinale-trace model really amounts to the success of a synthesis- in-storage model
unins it into a synthesis-at-retrieval ac- may hinge on the degree to which it is isomorphic to a
like the stochastic interactive activation

model outlined here. The synthesis- instorage and synthesis-at-retrieval classes of

ount. This modified single-trace model
nd our modcl essentially only dift'er in that
memory models share more characteristics

le multiple traces arc accessed in succes-

ther, Unfortunately, as with many thco-

ion in one case and simultaneously in the

with each other than wilh the single-trace

iments do appear to be consistent with synthesis-at-retrieval models when they include: (I) a source of inherent variability;
and (2) the possibility of encodins failure.

Conclusion
The subjects in the four experiments definitely exhibited less memory blending than
might have been expected following the
predictions of some synthesis-at-retrieval
models. However, the data from the exper-

more similarly.

models and could be expected to peaform

~tical disputes between sequential and par-

lIel models, it would be difficult to devise
n experiment to adequately test between
le revised s.ingle-trace model and a syntheis-at-retrieval model. One might measure
esponse times to crossover errors as com-

,ared to correct responses, with the hy,othesis that successive accessins of mul,pic traces would lead to lonaer response
Imcs in the case of the blends. But syntheis-at-retrieval models such as the one precnted hero would also predict lonaer reponse times with crossover errors, as they
stable

ldeed take lonaer to setde into a

,attem of activations when the extra com-

The version of the McClelland (1981) synthesis-at-retrieval model investigated. here
provided a very good qualitative and quan-

titative account for the heterogeneous-

.ctition between overlap sentence traces
nd the lower "goodness " level of blends
re involved.

torage (for example, those of Knapp &

As for the synthesis-in-storage models, it
emains to be studied how models using su.crpositional matrix- or convolution-based

traces durins encodins, or that successive

cesses lead to occasional synthesis of

and initially puzzlins~xperimental findinss.
Single-trace models could potentially account for the experimental data by either
assuming that unconscious or fleeting pro-

\nderson, 1984; McClelland & Rumelhart,
985; or Metcalfe, 1990) would lII8D8Ie the
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each cycle. nel inpuls 10 each unil are calc:ulated based
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would allow for the relatively low fre-

unil i at time I is:
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if nel, )0 0,
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"11).
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units.

is !he maximum activation panmeter,
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!he tendency 10 return 10 restina level,

is !he restina activation p8I1IIneter, 8Dd
is !he minimum activation

- 0,

(I - 0, 025;
IIIr
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quency of blend errors obtained in the experiments, The effort to determine whether
such models can be made to fit the data may
lead to new constraints on synthesis- instorage models, as has been the case for
models of the synthesis-at-retrieval type.

Conversely, it will be interestins to examine whether the prototyping and generalization properties of the synthesis-in-storaae

models, a natural advantage of their tendency to blur distinctions between traces,
can be captured with the synthesis-atretrieval model that we have presented
well

here. These complementary studies may
take us closer to understandins what gov-

ems the human ability to generalize

and yet preserve relatively distinct access
to particular prior events.
APPENDIX A:
PosT-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE
t. In Pan t, you read 40 senlelltcs and evalualed S
conlenl words per lenience. Did you at any poinl no-

lice lhal some senlences used some or lhe same conlenl words as other senlences had used?
2, After aboul how many or lhe 40 senlences did you
finl nolice Ihis duplication 01'wonts?
), Aboul how many sentences would you say sbued
4, If a sentence shared words, were Ihne words

conlenl words wilh OIher senlences?

6. When scnlelltes shared some or !he five conlenl

always shared with just one other senlence, or did
some senlences share words with more than one other
sentence?
S, If a liven contenl word was sbued between more
than one senlence, did II appear in only two sentencn.
or did some conlenl words appear in more than two
senlences?

words, did they always share lhe same number or
words?
7. When you would realize lhal a sentence shared
words wilh a lenience lhal you read earlier, did you
rec:a1llhe earlier lenience?

8, Did you ever Iry 10 relale !he subject mailer or
senlelltes lhal shared words, or try 10 combine !he
sinaJe, more complex sensimilar senlences inlo a

SIMULATION MODEL

APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THE

ask of simulatins the specific pattems of

The data poses some challenges for (:er-

retrieval of single traces (assuming encodins failure) leads to synthesis at retrieval.

lellte?

I\ents. It wiD be of interest to discover

ccall performance found in our experi-

vhether these types of models could pro-

Procc.sinaln lhe model

in-storaac models. It is not

bqI", by IOllina ClxlCmII

lain synthesis-

inpuls 10 !he network and reseelina !he aclivation or aU

blend crron as were obtained

units 10 0, Proc:essina lhen proc:eeds for 100 cycles, In

luce (U

models

self~vident whether or not the superposi-

few

tiona! storaae of traces in these

given their tendency to blur

he distinctions between traces. Perhaps

1\ our studies,
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